
7 STEPS

To SAVE MONEY 
on Accommodation
in YOUR Business
by Crew HOMES



It's not about how much money
you make. It's how you save it.



1. CHOOSE UNITS WITH
MULTIPLE ROOMS
Many companies are still used to booking hotels for

their staff when working away. Whilst this used to be

the only option to secure accommodation in the past,

the hospitality market has boomed in recent years and

there is a number of other options available to

businesses and employers. Serviced houses and

apartments for groups of two or more people are a

much more cost-effective way of booking

accommodation than reserving

multiple hotel rooms.



It is easy to overlook the parking aspect, but it can turn

out to be a costly mistake, which can amount to

additional £10-30 per night in some locations. Always

make sure that parking is included in your price. In some

cases it is going yo be very straightforward, especially if

you are booking a house with driveway parking. In other

cases, especially in inner city locations, the parking may

not come with the property. It is highly important to

check if your host can provide a permit to a local car

park and cover your costs (or reimburse you for them).

2. CHOOSE PLACES
WHICH OFFER FREE
PARKING



3. MAKE SURE THERE IS
ACCESS TO A KITCHEN
(SAVE MONEY ON
EATING OUT)
Having a property which provides a kitchen comes with a
multitude of benefits, but first and foremost, it means
significant savings to your budget! Home cooked meals are
always going o be cheaper than eating out, which means
that your money can go much further! Not to mention the
fact that it also allows your team to live a healthier
lifestyle when working away as well as enjoy the home
away from home atmosphere (enjoying a home cooked meal
after work).



4. LOOK OUT FOR FLEXIBLE
BED ARRANGEMENTS

Some accommodation options have been designed with

professionals in mind. Therooms often have zip and link beds,

which mean that they can either be separate single beds (ideal

when two colleagues who need to share a room) or a single king

size bed if room is given to a single person or a couple. Having

twin rather than double beds in the rooms means that you can

make your money go even further - instead of renting a four

bedroom house or four hotel rooms for your team of four, you

can simply find a much cheaper two bedroom apartment and

have your teams request separate beds when sharing the

rooms.



5. BE OPEN WITH YOUR HOST
ABOUT HOW LONG YOU
WANT THE PROPERTY FOR
AND UNLOCK ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS
Businesses often prefer not to disclose how long they may

require accommodation for as they are afraid of committing

and then having to pay cancelation fees if their project plans

change, but any professional host will be able to propose an

arrangement that will protect both parties in such cases.

The bonus of informing your accommodation provider of the

projected length of your project means that you may end up

being able to access additional long term discounts.



This may seem counterintuitive - why would you pay for extra

nights if you only require the property for four or five nights a

week..? Well, there are a couple of benefits to this, but since this

brochure is designed to help you save money, let’s focus on that.

Operators will often have different nightly rates depending on the

length of your stay and in some cases, the cost of having the

property secured for the whole week may equal to the costs

incurred when booking it only Monday to Friday. Apart from

unlocking special discounts, you will have a number of other

significant benefits - your team will be grateful for not having to

move in and out every week and you also reduce the risk of

somebody else booking the property and reserving the availability

for the dates your team needed.

6. CONSIDER WEEKENDS
EVEN IF YOU ONLY NEED
IT MONDAY-FRIDAY



"A clean home is a happy home."



7. HOUSEKEEPING
VISITS
For longer stays housekeeping visits are an
essential part of the serviced accommodation
operation. Most rates are calculated including
weekly housekeeping visits, but you always
should have the option to opt for fortnightly
visits. If you are trying to keep your costs
down, requesting housekeeping on a fortnightly
basis can allow you to make some additional
savings.
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